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FOREWORD

Bombay was originally a cluster of seven islands inhabited by fishermen – Smaller Colaba, 

Colaba, Mazagaon, Worli, Matunga, Mahim and Salsette. These islands were originally part of 
the Mauryan Empire under Ashoka. They were later ruled by Hindu dynasties t ill 1348 AD when 

the Muslims from Gujarat attacked and captured it. In 1534 a treaty between the ruling sultan and 

the Portuguese saw the islands pass into Portuguese hands, who later presented them to the British 

as a dowry for Charles II when he married princess Catherine of Braganza in May 1662. The 

islands were taken over by the East India Company in 1668 and within a period of 250 years 
Bombay was transformed from a group of fishermen's islands into 'Urbs Prima in Indis'.

During colonial rule, the city grew to be a major urban commercial centre with an overwhelming 
collection of some of the finest Gothic Revival buildings. It was the wealth of the city, an 

enlightened patronage and an enthusiastic government that created the right environment conducive

to innovation and change (Davies, 1985). This was also made possible by the availability of good 

building materials and skilled workmen well trained in western architectural details. Light-coloured

durable stones were quarried from Salsette island and the railways assisted in cheap and fast 
transport from outside Bombay of softer stone for carving. The Bombay School of Art provided a 

steady supply of local skilled craftsmen who translated the grand colonial dreams into reality.

Each period in the evolution of Bombay – a humble fishermen's settlement, a port town, trading 

city of traditional waadas, a manufacturing giant metropolis– resulted in its own architectural 
expressions using the unique requirements and cultural styles of the period, and more significantly

the materials and techniques that were available at that time. The present urban landscape of the 

southern and central part of the city, now called Mumbai, is composed of stately stone buildings, 

particularly in the Fort area, the mill area of Parel and a few other religious and public buildings in 

other areas.

The colonial architecture of Bombay is the legacy of the British Empire, consisting of buildings 

essentially European in design and vocabulary, but utilising indigenous craftsmen and materials for 

construction. The architectural history of the British in India has been described as one of constant 
search for the 'Imperial Architectural Style',
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PREFACE

This publication is specifically written for scientific cleaning of heritage buildings of 

Mumbai and is part of the activities of the Heritage Grants Scheme of the Mumbai 
Metropolitan Region–Heritage Conservation Committee. It describes the weathering mechanisms 

of the building stones of Mumbai and their soiling patterns. It will serve as a reference book for 

professionals, decision-makers and owners to develop an understanding of the nature of the soiling 

mechanisms and their subsequent cleaning techniques. The main purpose is to equip the readers 
with the requisite information to make an informed decision regarding the appropriate cleaning 

system. The publication aims to explore the use of stone cleaning in urban conservation and to keep 

the argument on the debate alive — whether to clean a stone building or not.

The conservation principle in cleaning is that, while bringing back the original splendour of the 
building, it shall not damage the original fabric of the building. Thus the basic principle of cleaning 

is that the most gentle technique with the least possible degree of intervention should be attempted. 

Cleaning methods differ widely in their ability to remove the soiling, as well as to cause damage. 

Different types of soiling differ widely in their tenacity and ability to damage the substrate. In 

principle, the more tenacious the soiling, the more aggressive is the method of cleaning and higher 
is the possibility of damage to the fabric. For effective cleaning it is better to use a combination of 

cleaning techniques as historic buildings have a range of materials, detailing and different kinds of 

soiling. This has to be done under the strict supervision of specialists. It must also be remembered 

that it is not a one off solution to conservation, nor is it the solution for a better environmental 

control.

Stone cleaning is a useful strategy as it provides an opportunity to get a closer look at the building 

and solve critical problems at that time.
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Mechanisms of soiling and decay of stone surfaces
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